
                             SOLUTION AND MARKING SCHEME FOR SAT 2020 

                                                              CLASS-3 

Subject: English I (Language)                                                                                                                             

FM: 80 

*Note: Kindly follow and adhere to the guidelines and answers given below for evaluation. 

A1.  Read the given passage carefully and answer the questions that follow.  [15] 

a) The king was unhappy because the people of his kingdom were always idle. They were also not 

concerned about anything or anybody.                             (1+1) 

 

b) To test the people, the king had a big stone put in the middle of the main road.    (1+1) 

 

c) The people did not bother to remove the stone or get it removed.       (1+1) 

 

d) They blamed the king and his government for not doing their job well.   (1+1) 

 

e) The king himself removed the stone.            (1) 

 

f) The   king found an iron box under the stone. It was full of gold coins.    (1+1) 

 

g) wise king                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

idle people                         (1+1) 

h) farmer                  (1) 

 

i) The people learned to be responsible.              (1) 

(* ½ marks each to be deducted for errors in tense, spelling and punctuation from each answer. The child 

may answer in his own words but his answers must include the underlined words in A1a – f.) 

A2. Arrange the words given below in alphabetical order.         [4] 

a. chain , chair , chalk , chart          (½ x4) 

b. document , file , folder , paper         (½ x4) 

(* If the first word is wrong in A2a and b, then the marks awarded should be 0. For any spelling 

error ½ marks should be deducted from the subtotal of 2 marks.) 

A3. Re-arrange the words and punctuate to form correct sentences    [4] 

a) I bought this watch from Mumbai.              (½ x3) 

b) We visited the Taj Mahal at Agra.              (½ x5) 

 

[Note:* ½ marks to be deducted for each spelling error in A3, 4, 5, 9 and 11   

* Any other answer than the referral answer should be marked wrong in A3 – 12.] 

A4. Pick out the nouns and state their kind.         [8] 

a) team – collective noun               (½ + ½)   



players – common noun               (½ + ½) 

Kolkata – proper noun               (½ + ½) 

 

b) crackers-common noun                                                                                                   (½ + ½)  

Diwali --proper noun                                                                                                         (½ + ½) 

 

c) father--common noun                                                                                                       (½ + ½)   

Parker-proper noun                                                                                                           (½ + ½)    

pen-common noun                                                                                                            (½ + ½)   

A5. Divide the sentences into subject and predicate.     [1x5] 

Subject Predicate 

a. Elephants are very strong animals. 

b. The poor woodman lost his axe. 
c. Our teacher is waiting for us. 

d. The door of the next room is closed. 

e. Mary and Jane are good friends. 

                      

A6. Rewrite the sentences in the plural form.       [5] 

a) The thieves stole the purses from the ladies.      (1x3) 

 

b) The sheep grazed in the fields.        (1x2)  

A7. Rewrite the sentences changing the gender of the nouns.        [5] 

a.  The landlady rewarded the manservant.         (1x2)  

          

b. My daughter and niece live with my grandfather.         (1x3)   

 

A8. Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns.                                  [1x6] 

a) I am Alok and this is my family. 

b) My brother is polishing his own shoes.  

c) You are a clever boy. 

d) When the girl saw the beautiful flower, she plucked it. 

 

A9. Pick out the adjectives and state their kind.      [1x8] 

A. heavy – adjective of quality                  (½ + ½)                

few – adjective of number                 (½ + ½)  

 

B. some – adjective of quantity                 (½ + ½)  

glass – adjective of quality                 (½ + ½)  

 

C. seventh – adjective of number                (½ + ½)  

interesting – adjective of quality                (½ + ½)  

 



D. little – adjective of quantity                 (½ + ½)  

green – adjective of quality                 (½ + ½)  

A10. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles.       [1x5] 

a) An empty box was kept near the window. 

b) He wanted to meet the Principal but had to wait for an hour. 

c) Do you have a one rupee coin? 

A11. Pick out and write the verbs from the given sentences.    [1x5] 

a) rolled 

b) have completed 

c) was shaking 

A12. Do as directed.          [10] 

a. From now onwards this room is yours.      (1) 

b. A swarm of bees attacked the herd of elephants.     (1+1)  

c. Are the children painting the fence?                 (½ + ½)   

d. I am afraid of dogs.          (1) 

e. Who is it?           (1) 

f. We must buy new furniture.        (1) 

g.  Father will be driving to the office.        (1) 

h. They flew their kites until it was time to go home.     (1+1) 

(No marks should be awarded for a wrong answer.) 

                                                           ************************* 

[Note: Marks to be given only if the answer is correct. The whole word has to be 

written.] 

 

 

            ********************************************* 

                              

  

      SUBJECT -  ENGLISH  II – LITERATURE 

      MARKS- 80 

[Note: Kindly follow the guidelines given after every question for evaluating. No marks to 

be awarded for a wrong answer.] 

Q1. Read the given lines and answer the questions with reference to context.                                                                                                                                   

[20] 

A. ‘Slowly he learnt about life in the jungle.’ 

a) Mowgli is referred as ‘he’.                                                             (1)  



b) Father Wolf taught him about life in the jungle.                       (1) 

c) When Mowgli was not learning, he sat out in the sun and slept and ate.(3 

d) Mowgli swam in the forest pools when he felt dirty.               (1)                                                                                  

                       

B. ‘Akbar ordered a search for the ring.’ 

a) Akbar ordered a search because his favourite ring was missing. (1) 

b) The ring was with a large diamond at the centre and pearls all around.(2 

c) Akbar took the help of Birbal to find his ring.                                  (1) 

d) Everyone respected Birbal for his wit and intelligence.                  (2) 

C. ‘As I grew up, I began to read on my own.’ 

a) The first book that the speaker read on his own was about a naughty pixie, 

always getting into trouble.                                                  (2) 

b) The speaker imagined the house in which the pixie lived, and the magical 

woods in which she spent her day.                                       (3) 

c) The speaker learnt the value of relationships and how to treasure one’s family 

and friends.                                                                       (3) 

[Note: The important points are highlighted. ½ mark to be deducted for spelling 

mistakes, punctuation errors and incorrect usage of tenses, from each answer.] 

Q2. Write the meanings of the given words.                                                    [1x5]                                                                                                                            

a. hold on tightly 

b. not there 

c. many 

d. shake 

e. looked at 

[Note: ½ mark to be deducted for each spelling mistake.] 

Q3. Answer the following questions.                                                                  [20]                                                                                                                                  

A) When the strange men stared at Rip Van Winkle, he felt very frightened, his 

knees trembled and he felt as if his heart was turning.                                                                                             

(3) 

           B)  Mowgli learnt to collect honey and nuts which were as pleasant as   raw 

meat from Baloo, the bear.                                                                    (3) 

C) Rip Van Winkle’s wife was angry with him because he spent the whole day idling 

and did not look after his own farm and family.           (3) 



D) Birbal gave each servant a stick and told them that the stick of the servant, who 

had stolen the ring would become longer by an inch overnight.                                                                                             

(3) 

E) After Rip Van Winkle found that his gun and dog were missing, he went up the 

rocks to look for them and also to reach the spot where the clearing had been.                                                                         

(3) 

F) Father told the speaker adventure stories when he was frightened by thunder 

on rainy nights.                                                                      (3) 

G) The strange man was carrying a heavy barrel on his shoulder.   (2) 

[Note: The important points are highlighted.1/2 mark to be deducted for spelling 

mistakes, punctuation errors and incorrect usage of tenses, from each answer.] 

 

Q4. Give one word for the following.                                                        [1x5]                                                                                                                                     

a. trap 

b. respected/ popular 

c. bower 

d. struggle 

e. admire 

[Note: ½ mark to be deducted for each spelling mistake.] 

Q5.                                                                                                                         [12] 

a. And we step in all the puddles 

           When walking through the town, 

           But though I stand the right way up, 

           He’s always upside down.                                             (1+2+2+1=6) 

b. The name of the poem is, ‘My Playmate’.                  (1+1) 

c. The name of the poet is, Mary I Osborn.                    (1+1) 

d. The speaker stands the right way up.                          (1) 

e. town – down                                                                    (1) 

[Note: In (a) the missing lines should be exactly the same as the referral answer. ½ 

mark to be deducted for spelling mistakes for each incorrect word of the poem. In (b) 

and (c) the name of the poem and the poet must begin with capital letters otherwise ½ 

mark to be deducted for each incorrect word.] 

Q6. Complete the sentences meaningfully.                                                        [4]                                                                                                                                 

a. My sister has been my companion on every adventure.           (1) 

b. Akbar was very fond of jewellery.                                                  (1) 



c. It was believed that these misty mountains were magical.       (1) 

d. Tired and panting, Rip Van Winkle lay down on a grassy spot.  (1) 

[Note: The complete sentence has to be copied down. ½ mark to be deducted for 

spelling mistakes from each answer.] 

   Q7. Read the lines of the poem and answer the questions that follow.         [5] 

                    At seven, when I wake again, 

                   The magic land I seek in vain; 

                   A chair stands where the castle frowned, 

                  The carpet hides the garden ground.                                                                                                                               

a. The speaker cannot find the magic land when he wakes up because it was only 

a dream.                                                                                     (2) 

b. A chair replaces the castle when the speaker wakes up.                   (1) 

c. The above lines are taken from the poem, ‘A Child’s Thought’.       (2) 

[Note: In (a) and (b) ½ mark to be deducted on the whole for spelling mistakes, 

punctuation errors and incorrect usage of tenses. In (c) ½ mark to be deducted for 

each word of the poem for not beginning with a capital letter.] 

 

Q8. Pick out the correct word from the bracket and fill in the blanks.  [1x3]                                                                                                                         

a. New dresses were displayed in the shop. 

b. I couldn’t hear Rita since she was speaking very softly.  

c. There is not a single candle in the house. 

[Note: ½ mark to be deducted for each spelling mistake.] 

 

Q9. Match the columns.                                                                                [1x3]                                                                                                                          

a) Bagheera                     -  the black panther 

b) Fair ladies                    -  prisoned in a tower 

c) Wolf                             -  Rip Van Winkle’s dog 

[Note: 1 mark to be deducted for three or more spelling mistakes, or else ½ mark to 

be deducted for one or two spelling mistakes.] 

 

      Q10. Use un- or dis- before the given words to form their opposites.      [1x3]                                                                                                                       

a. uncertain 

b. disbelieve 

c. uninteresting 



[Note: Marks to be given only if the answer is correct. The whole word has to be 

written.] 

 

    ************************************ 

 

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS        FM:80 
[Note: Kindly follow the guidelines given after every question for evaluating. No marks to 

be awarded for a wrong answer.] 

Q1. Fill in the blanks. (Write the answer only)     [1X12] 

a) 6085 

b) 6708 

c) 104 

d) 1000 

e) 5x5>20+4  

f)  xxix 

g)  191 

h)  One thousand sixty four 

i)  eight/8 

j)  0 

k) even 

l) 3100 

 

[Note: 1 mark for each answer in the blank. 

In question(h)deduct1/2 mark for wrong spelling orfor not starting with capital letter] 

 

Q2. Pick and write the correct answer.     [1X10] 

a) 500 
 

 b) 19             
 
c)  45 

 
d)  7 
 
e) 0                
 
f) 1020   
 
g)  994           



 
h)  3   
 
i)8600         
 
j) 9000         
[note:1 mark for each correct answer.No marks should be awarded for choosing the wrong 
option.] 
 
Q3. Fill in the boxes.                                                [1X10] 

a. 0 

b. 1 

c.  2400 

d. 36 

e.   0 

f. 0 

g.  8 

h.  5 

i. 12 

j.  1000 

[NOTE: 1 mark for each correct answer.] 
 
Q4.                                                                                   [24]  

a. 42÷7=6 and 42÷6=7          (1+1) 

 

b. 311,313,315,317      (1+1+1+1) 

 
c. Greatest number=9820 

Smallest number=2089   (1+1)  
 

d. 4100, 4110, 4120       (1+1+1) 
568, 566, 564               (1+1+1)                  

                                              
 

e. 5100, 5101,5102, 5103                       (1+1+1+1) 
 

f. 269, 296,629,692, 962, 926.(Choose any four options) 
                                                                (1+1+1+1) 

g. 7960, 7690,7609, 7396  (½+½+½+½) 
 
[Note:1 mark for each correct answer from question (a)to (f)  



½ mark for each answer in question (g).  
No marks should be given if the first two options are wrong in answer (f)] 
 
 

Q5. Solve.   [3x4]                                     WORKING COLUMN 
                                                                     3 10 8 10  

a. 4090-828= 3262 Ans.                     4 0 9 0 
                                                                    _- 8 2 8_ 

                                                         3  2  6  2 
 
 
                                                                                      +1 

      b. 427+45+6=478 Ans.                               4 2 7 
                                                                +   4 5 
                                                                 +      6 
                                                                   4 7 8 
 
    

                                                                           
 
                                                                         1 3 2 

     c. 928÷7= 132 Ans.                                    7 )9 2 8( 
                                                                      -  7 
                                                                          2 2 
                                                                       -  2 1__ 
                                                                              1 8 
                                                                            - 1 4_ 

                                                                                        4              
                                                                                  
 
 
d. 408 X 5=2040 Ans.                                         4 0 8 

                                                                        x5 
                                                                 2 0 4 0  
 

[Note:1 mark for the operation and 2 marks for the working.] 
 

A6. Solve                               [4x3]                                             working 

                                                                                                                                                             +2  +3 

a.   Number of pencils in one packet=245                             2 4 5 
      Number of packets                        =     6                                X 6       
                                                                                                   1 4 7 0 
Therefore number of pencils in 6 packets=245x6                
                                                                         =  1470 



Ans. There are 1470 pencils in 6 packets. 
  
                                                                                                                                                  12 17 

   b. Number of pages in a book=1376                                   1 3 7 6 
        Number of pages Raju read= 992                               -      9 9 2 
Therefore number of pages left to read=1376-992               3 8 4 

                                                                      =384        
Ans. 384 pages are left to read. 
 
   c.  Number of balls= 896                                                      8)896(112 
      Number of boxes= 8                                                             -8 
Therefore no. of balls in each box= 896÷8                              09 
                                                            = 112                                - 08 
Ans. He will put 112 balls in each box.                                       16 
                                                                                                         -16 
                                                                                                           00 
 

[No marks should be deducted for spelling error. 

Statement can be written in desired format.  

‘Therefore’ has to be written in symbol not in words. 

1 mark for the statement, 1 mark for the operation ( eg. 245X6= 1470 ) and 2 marks for 

the working] 

     

   ************************************ 

 

  SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES                                                                          F.M. 80            
                                                                      
[Note: Kindly follow and adhere to the guidelines and answers given below for 
evaluation.] 
 
Q1. Name them                                                                                         [1x6] 
 

a)  wagon ways  
b)  Airport 
c)  Moon 
d)  Stars 
e)  Public transport 
f)  Chariots 

 
[ Note: .1/2 mark to be deducted for spelling error in each answer. ] 
 
 
 
 



Q2. Fill in the blanks.                                                                               [1x10]  
 
  a. Small families are also known as nuclear families. 
  b. The extended family includes a person’s uncles, aunts and cousins.     
  c. Sail boats use the force of the wind to move forward. 
  d. The place where the boats or ships dock is called a port. 
  e. The first railway line was from Bombay to Thane. 
  f.  We take time to adjust to a new neighbourhood and a new school. 
 
[ Note: 1/2 mark to be deducted for each spelling error. 
In answer(e)deduct ½ mark each for not starting the words with capital letter ] 
 
 
Q3. Choose and write the correct answer only.                         [1X5] 
 
       a)    Water transport                          
 
       b)    Helicopter 
 
       c)     Ceres 
 
       d)    Venus 
 
      e)     Planets 
    
[Note: 1 mark for each correct answer. No marks to be awarded for the wrong answer]                                     
 
Q4. Write whether the statements are TRUE or FALSE.                                                     [5] 
 
     i)  Early man stored grains in pots made of iron.  False 
     ii)   Vehicles are run only by engines.   False 
     iii   Both men and women can do the same type of work.  True 
     iv) The size of a family may change.   True 
     v)   The children of our uncles and aunts are our cousins.  True 
 
[Note :Deduct 1/2 mark from the total for the spelling error] 
 
Q5. Match the column.                                              [1x5]                                                                              
                                                                    
            A                                                                          B 
i) Vehicle pulled by animal   -                             Tonga 
ii) Hot Air Balloon -                                               Entertainment 
iii) Modern transport  -                                         Car 
iv) Huge and heavy goods-                                  Cargo 
v)  Ferries and boats -                                          Water transport 



 
[ Note: Deduct ½ mark from each answer for the spelling mistakes] 
 
Q6. Name any two                                [2x4] 
                                                                                      

a. Kolkata, Delhi. 
b. Car, Buses. 
c. Visakhapatnam, Kolkata. 
d. Bicycle,  Rickshaw. 

 
[Note: 1 mark for each correct answer. 
1/2 mark to be deducted for each spelling error.Deduct ½ mark in each answer for not 
starting (a) and (c) with capital letter. 
The child may write any other relevant answers ] 
 

Q7. Write short notes on the following.                                                    [2x4]                            
  a. Millions of stars in the Universe clinging together in groups. 
  b. Traveller other than the driver of a vehicle. 
  c. People living in houses located near each other. 
  d. Children living  either with their mother or their father. 
 
[ Note: 1/2 mark to be deducted for errors in spellings from the underlined words in each 
answer.] 
 
Q8. Answer in a word or two.       [7]                                                                                     
 
a. Invention of the wheel (1) 
b. Neil Armstrong               (2) 
c. The Wright Brothers      (2) 
d. Maternal grandparents  (2) 
 
(Note: ½ mark to be deducted for spelling error in each answer.Deduct ½ mark each in 
answer(b) and (c) for not starting the words with capital letters.) 
 
Q9. Answer the following                                 [12]                                                                                                        

   
a. We choose different means of transport on the basis of                         (1+1+1) 
  .the distance we would travel. 
 .the time available. 
. the money we can spend. 

 
b. Some of the possible reasons for these changes are    (1+1+1) 
  . Moving to another part of the town. 
 . Moving to another town. 
 . Moving to live in another country. 



 
c. In early times, there were no vehicles. People walked on foot or used animal(2) 
such as horses and camels to travel. 
 
d. In order to be gender sensitive we should keep in mind that   (1+1) 

. all human beings are equal in every field. 

. boys and girls should respect each other. 
 

e.Moon looks bigger than the sun because it is closer to us than any other celestial body.   
(2) 

 
(Note:1/2 marks to be deducted for spelling error from the underlined words in each 
answer. 
The child may write any other relevant answer in (d)) 
 

  Q10. Study the picture of  the Solar System and answer the questions that follow. [7]         
 

         
 
 a. Sun                                                                                                                     (1) 
  b. No                                                                                                                      (1)  
  c.   Orbit                                                                                                                (1)       
  d.   Third position                                                                                                (1) 
  e  It is the only planet in the solar system with the right conditions to sustain life. (2)                                                                                                                                 
  f.   Saturn                                                                                                          (1)        
 
[Note: Deduct ½  mark for each spelling error in each answer.  
The child may write any other relevant answer in (e) 
 
 
Q11. Picture study.                                                                                                           [7]                  

 



 
a. It is the picture of a train.                                                       (1)  
b. We must go to a railway station to board the train.          (2) 
c. It is an air transport.                                                                (1) 

      d. It is a public transport.                                                            (1) 
Uses- a) It can carry many people at the same time. 
           b) It can carry goods from one place to another. (1+1) 
[Note: Deduct ½ mark for the spelling error from the underlined words in each 
answer.] 
 
 
                 ***************************************** 

 

 SUBJECT- SCIENCE                                                                                    FM = 80  

[Note: Kindly follow the guidelines given after every question for evaluating. No marks 

should be awarded for wrong answers.] 

      [Note: In Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4, Q5- ½ mark to be deducted for each spelling mistake.] 

Q1. Correct the underlined words and rewrite the sentences.             [1x5] 

a) The colourful flowers attached to the stems make the plant look attractive and 

beautiful. 

b) Parrot uses its beak to climb up. 

c) Insects breathe through tiny air holes called spiracles. 

d) Claws of preying birds are called talons. 

e) Cockroaches stay in the kitchen utensils, spoil our food and cause harmful diseases. 

 

Q2. Fill in the blanks.                                                                             [1x11] 

a. Birds may drink, bathe and cool themselves in a bird-bath. 

b. Insects have antennae on their head which help them to smell and feel. 

c. Seeds are hard structures present in a fruit that contain baby plants inside them. 

d. The female worker ants gather food, take care of eggs and maintain the colony.  

 

Q3. Name the following.                                                                               [1x9] 

a. malaria, filaria, yellow fever 

b. ostrich, penguin, kiwi 

c. root, shoot 

d. head, thorax, abdomen 

[Note: In (a) and (b) any two of the desired options can be written.] 



 

Q4. Write the answer in a word or two.                                               [1x3] 

a. Migratory birds 

b. Chitin 

c. Body feathers 

 

 

Q5. Match the columns.                                                                      [1x4] 

a) long sucking tube                                 -     proboscis 

b) creeping or crawling animal               -     earthworm 

c) strong and chisel shaped beak           -     woodpecker 

d) cup shaped nest                                    -     bulbul 

Q6. Give reasons for each of the following.                                         [2x4] 

a. All birds cannot fly because they are too heavy to fly. (1+1) 

b. Some roots like radish and carrot store food and become fleshy and are used 

for eating. (1+1) 

c. Wading birds have long legs with wide spreading toes. So their feet do not sink 

in the soft mud in water. (1+1) 

d. Koel is known as a lazy but clever bird as it doesn’t make its own nest but lays 

its eggs in the crow’s nest. (1+1) 

[Note: ½ mark to be deducted for spelling mistakes from each answer. Answers 

may be written in own words but should have the important points.] 

Q7. Answer the following questions.                                                       [20] 

a. The two main types of roots are –                                   (2+2=4) 

i)Fibrous roots 

ii)Tap roots 

           The functions of roots are –  

            i)holds the plant firmly in the soil 

            ii)helps to take up water and minerals from the soil 

b. Birds build nests:                                                                     (1+1+1=3) 

        i)to live in 

       ii)to lay eggs 

       iii)to keep their young ones safe and warm 



c. The toes of perching birds help them to:                            (1+1+1=3) 

i)hold the branch firmly 

ii)hop on the ground 

iii)sleep while perching 

d. The harmful insects that cause plant diseases and also, damage our crops, vegetables 

and fruits are called pests.                      (2+1) 

Grasshopper, locust, beetle (any one to be written) 

e. Flesh-eating birds like eagles, vultures, kites, owls and hawks have strong, sharp and 

hooked beaks for tearing the flesh of small birds.       (4) 

f. A tailor bird uses its beak to sew big leaves together with the help of thread, wool 

etc. to make a cosy nest.                                             (3) 

[Note:*Answers may be written in own words but should have all the points. 

*½ mark to be deducted for a spelling mistake in each answer.  

*In case, there are more than 3 to 4 spelling mistakes in an answer, then 1 mark 

should be allotted on the whole. ] 

Q8. Study the given pictures and answer the questions.                     [15] 

a. i) webbed feet                                                                                (1) 

ii) duck                                                                                             (1)  

iii) The webbed feet help the ducks to paddle and push the water while swimming.                                                                                       

(2) 

iv) aquatic bird                                                                                (1) 

 

 

b. i) bee                                                                                                    (1) 

ii) They are known as social insects because they live together in colonies or 

communities. They live in societies like human beings.             (3) 

iii) ant                                                                                                   (1) 

iv) honey, wax                                           (2) 

 

c. i) leaf                                                                                                     (1)  

ii) its flat surface(1) 

iii) veins                                                                                                (1) 

[Note: *½ mark to be deducted for each spelling mistake. 

* In (a-iii), (b-ii)and (c-ii), ½ mark to be deducted for each spelling mistake. In case, 

there are more than 3 to 4 spelling mistakes in an answer, then 1 mark should be 

allotted on the whole. ] 



Q9.The four stages in the ‘Life cycle of a Butterfly’.                           [1+4]   

        

 

[Note: 1 mark for the neat, coloured drawing and arrow marking.(1/2 mark to be 

deducted for no arrow markings). 4 marks for the four labellings.(1/2 mark to be 

deducted from each word for spelling mistakes).] 

The four stages to be labelled are: 

1.Egg,       2.Larva(caterpillar),          3.Pupa,          4.Adult Butterfly. 

 

                                ******************************** 
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SUBJECT: COMPUTER 
Marking Scheme of Computer 
 
Q1. Fill in the blanks:         [1 x 5 = 5] 
        (Copy the sentences) 

a. The physical parts of a computer is known as hardware. 

b. The turtle moves in the graphics window of the LOGO window. 

c. LOGO commands are also known as primitives. 

d. The different processing devices are CPU and motherboard. 

[1 mark for every correct answer.  ½ mark to be deducted for each incorrect spelling .] 
Q2. Write True or False for the following statement.  [1 x 5 = 5] 

        (Only write the answers) 

a. Machines have increased the time taken by people to complete a task. 

Ans: False 

b. Mechanical machine uses less human energy. 

Ans: True 

c. Computer can take its own decision. 

Ans: False 

d. Monitor is an input device. 

Ans: False 

e. Electrical machines used chips as a part. 

Ans: False 

  [1 mark for every correct answer(1 mark to be deducted from the entire question if student writes T 

or F instead of True or False)] 

Q3. Choose the suitable word for the fill in the blanks from the given box. [1x5=5] 
         (Copy the sentences) 
 

 

a. Microphone is an audio input device. 

b. Joystick input device has control button mounted on the top. 

c. Speaker is an audio output device. 

d. Webcam is a video input device. 

e. Stylus input device is used to write on the screen. 

[1 mark for every correct answer. ½ mark to be deducted for each incorrect spelling .] 
Q4. Match the following:        [1 x 5 = 5] 

       (Rewrite the correct sentence) 

a. Data   - Input 

b. Keyboard  - Used for typing text 

c. Result   - Output 

d. Mouse   - Use for selecting item on the screen 

e. Scanner  - Copies text from paper 

[1 mark for every correct answer. ½ mark to be deducted for each incorrect spelling.] 
 
 

Q5. List the following machines under the three types of machines in the given  
format   (Copy the question)        [15] 

Microphone  Speaker Joystick Stylus  Webcam 



Format for making the column: 

Mechanical Machine Electrical Machine Electronic Machine 

Hand pump Metro Train Smart Phone 

Scissor Ceiling fan Television 
Nail cutter Water motor Computer 

Rickshaw Cooler Pager 

Lock Mixer grinder Digital camera 

 

[1 mark for each correct answer.  ½ mark to be deducted for each incorrect spelling .] 

Q7. Name the following:       [3 + 3 + 4 = 10] 
a. Any three types of printer. 

Ans: Any three types of printer are: - 
i. Dot -matrix printer 

ii. Ink jet printer 

iii. Laser printer 

iv. Line printer 

v. Drum printer 

[ 1 mark each for any three correct answer. ½ mark to be deducted for each incorrect spelling.] 
 
b. Any three pointing input device. 

Ans: Any three pointing input device: - 

i. Mouse 

ii. Joystick 

iii. Trackball 

iv. Lightpen or stylus 

[ 1 mark each for any three correct answer. ½ mark to be deducted for each incorrect 
spelling.] 
 

      C. Any four machines which help our hand. 
Ans: Any four machines which help our hand: - 

i. Cooler 

ii. Water motor 

iii. Washing machine  

iv. Grass cutter 

v. Ceiling fan 

vi. Drill machine 

vii. Dishwasher 

viii. Air condition 

ix. Mixer Grinder 



x. Juicer 

[ 1 mark each for any four correct answer. ½ mark to be deducted for each incorrect spelling.] 
 

 
Q8. Answer the following questions:     [3+3+3+ 6=15] 
       (Do not copy the question) 
       [ * 1 mark for each correct point.  
         *1/2 mark to be deducted for any spelling error.  
         *Can express the point in his own words but meaning should not differ.]  

a. Write any three points about machine. 

Ans: Any three points about machine are: - 

i. Machines are the tools which help us to do our work fast and easily. 

ii. A machine is made up of inter related parts which perform a particular task. 

iii. Machines help us to save our time, energy and efforts. 

iv. Machines can get energy from humans, animals, electricity, water, wind, etc.to work. 

v. Some machines help our hands, some machines help our legs and some machines help our 

brain. 

 
b. Write any three points about monitor. 

Ans: Any three points about monitor are: - 

i. Monitor is an output device. 

ii. A monitor is also known as computer screen or Visual Display Unit (VDU). 

iii. A monitor displays the output. 

iv. There are three types of monitor. They are: - 

• RGB monitor (Red, Green, Blue) 

• Colour monitor (LCD, TFT, CRT) 

c. How machines are different from each other. 

Ans: Machines are different from each other depending upon their size, usage and their process of 

working. 

d. Any four different between man and computer. 

Ans:  

Man Computer 

i. A man cannot work faster than a computer. i. A computer works faster than a man. 

ii. A man gets tired doing work. ii. A computer does not get tired doing work. 

iii. A man can make mistakes.    iii.    A computer does not make        
         mistakes. 

iv. A man cannot do many works at a time.    iv.    A computer can do many works   
         at a time. 



 
 

 
Q9. Write the LOGO commands for the following figures:    [5 x 4 = 20] 
(Copy the figure) 
a.    

      ? CS 

      ? CT                              1 mark 

      ? ST                                                                                                                                110 

      ? LT 90                                                                                                                                            

      ? FD 110                              5 or 6 steps correct 3 marks                                                       145                                      

      ? RT 90                                3 or 4 correct steps 2 marks                                                                                                                            

      ? FD 145                             1 or 2 correct steps 1 mark 

      ? LT 90                                                                                                                          110 

      ? FD 110                              

      ? HT 1 mark 

 

b.  

      ? CS  

      ? CT                       1 mark 

      ? ST                                                                                                                                                       100 

     ? FD 100              5 correct steps 3 marks                                                                           100    

     ? RT 90              3 or 4 correct steps 2 marks                                                    100 

     ? FD 100  1 or 2 correct steps 1 mark  

     ? LT 90                  

     ? FD 100    

     ? HT          1 mark 

 

 

 

     c.                                              75       75       

         ? CS 

         ? CT                        1 mark                                                                            155 

         ? ST 



 

         ? FD 155                                                 4 correct steps 3 marks  

         ? LT 90 OR RT 90                                   2 or 3 correct steps 2 marks 

         ? FD 75                                                    1 correct step 1 mark 

         ? BK 150 OR Two times BK 75            

         ? HT    1 mark 

 

d.  

         ? CS 

         ? CT                1 mark 

         ? ST                        

         ? FD 150                                                                                              150                         150 

         ? BK 150                                                                                                               175 

         ? LT 90                  5 or 6 steps correct 3 marks 

         ? FD 175      3 or 4 correct steps 2 marks 

         ? RT 90      1 or 2 correct steps 1 mark 

         ? FD 150   

         ? HT              1 mark 

      ******************************** 

 


